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Abstract

Purpose
This paper examines how accounting concepts were utilised in domestic waste collection services in Ireland over the past two decades or so. In comparison to other former ‘free’ services in the Irish context, the prevalence of accounting concepts has been greater, and delivered a more successful outcome.

Design/methodology/approach
Drawing on the concepts of calculation, the ‘economic’ and economization, events around domestic waste policy in Ireland are examined and the increasing prevalence of concepts such as price, cost and profitability in these processes are a focal point. Publicly available documents such as government policy documents, parliamentary records and media reports are utilised to draw out these concepts. The period of analysis is 1996 to 2018.

Findings
The findings reveal the role of accounting concepts in the economization of domestic waste policy in Ireland. The result of the economization process was a fully privatised, profit-oriented, price monitored system.

Research limitation/implications
This research provides a broad view of accounting concepts in the management of domestic waste. It highlights how waste policy in Ireland travelled through instances of being political and economic over time. The research is limited by its use of secondary data.

Originality/value
This study highlights how accounting concepts were used in varying ways to bring about a satisfactory solution to domestic waste disposal in Ireland, namely the privatisation of waste services.
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Introduction

Figure 1 above is from a television program discussing the 2020 election manifesto of an Irish left-wing socialist party, People Before Profit. It reflects a continued tension between the ‘profit’ motivations of a domestic waste industry and the imperative to reduce waste. People Before Profit, whose name introduces one of the key accounting concepts discussed in this paper, did not deliver on their election promise as they did not gain power. However, their plan to abolish waste charges discourages the behavioural change necessary to reduce waste, a policy encapsulated in European and Irish government policy. They also fail to deal with issues of funding the inevitable rising waste ‘costs’ which would ensue, given that householders themselves would no longer be responsible. However, the appearance of waste as an issue in their manifesto does highlight that waste collection and disposal includes roles for ‘price’, ‘cost’ and ‘profit’. Additionally, waste reduction/minimisation and recycling are at the core of the notion of the circular economy. As Andersen notes on recycling, “there will be a cut-off point where recycling will become too difficult and burdensome to provide a net benefit” (2007, p.134) i.e. cost becomes too great. Thus, towns, cities, industries, and countries, even if focusing policy on a circular economy, have limits on what is recycled. To reduce the economic cost of recycling efforts, domestic waste producers (i.e. households) are themselves part of the necessary cost-reducing apparatus (Reichenbach, 2008) e.g. by separating waste or paying charges based on the volume of weight produced.

As hinted in Figure 1, domestic waste collection in Ireland today is a delivered entirely by private sector firms, to whom householders pay waste collection charges. This contrasts with most European countries where domestic waste collection is a public service. Ireland’s waste management infrastructure is owned and operated by these private firms, meaning competition and regulatory compliance are a focus of government policy. The ‘polluter pays’ principle underpins Irish and European environmental protection policy, which in terms of domestic households means the cost of managing waste produced should be paid by them. Although Ireland embraced the polluter pays principle at the beginning of the 21st century, the journey from a free government-funded service, to a full privately owned pay-by-weight system has been a long one. Such a system charges based on weight collected. Legislation was enacted in Ireland in 2015 to introduce such a system – effective July 1st, 2016 - which included a statutory minimum pay-by-weight charge for all waste types. However, the introduction of the system was postponed for a one-year period due to concerns - but not protest - that consumers would incur higher charges, even if recycling (Irish Times, 2016a). The concerns arose as a view emerged that private waste operators were attempting to manipulate pricing to compensate for lost income/profit if higher levels of recycling materialised. At the end of June 2017, minimum charges were abandoned in favour of a monitored market-based pricing system with the pay-by-weight principle intact.

The above has already revealed how accounting concepts such as cost, price and profit are embroiled in debate and policy around domestic waste management in Ireland. Accounting, to paraphrase Hopwood (1983), is intertwined with organisations, and here also with public policy issues such as waste management. While research on the broader issue of accounting’s role in society has progressed hugely since Hopwood’s words in 1983, as revealed later, research on its role in waste management is not common. Similar to some prior research, (e.g. Jollands and Quinn, 2017; Warren and Seal, 2018) we draw on actor-network inspired themes to examine how accounting concepts became an increasing part of domestic waste policy in Ireland. In effect, such concepts have been at the core of the creation of a ‘waste market’ dominated by private companies with profit objectives. Put another way, part of the cost to be incurred by households includes a
profit margin for waste collection companies. Thus, there is an array of actors in and around domestic waste policy in Ireland. Another difference with waste policy in Ireland is, while there is a cost to households and profits are made, compared to domestic water billing the policy changes over time have not been subject to vociferous protest (see Jollands and Quinn, 2017). This paper examines how accounting concepts have been used in the journey to a pay-by-weight system over time. We utilise the concept of ‘calculation’ (Callon and Muniesa, 2005), and the notions of the ‘economic’ and ‘economization’ defined by Çalışkan and Callon (2009, 2010) to examine how accounting concepts have been mobilised in an apparently successful manner - successful in that a stable (and profitable) waste collection ‘market’ emerged.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we outline some literature on domestic waste management and the context of waste management in Ireland, with a focus on policy and economic aspects. This section also includes a review of literature related to the theoretical underpinnings of the paper, as well as our methodological approach. Next, we detail the story of domestic waste in Ireland from 1996 to 2018, revealing the many actors and complexities, integrating aspects of the story with a discussion of events through the lenses of calculation, the ‘economic’ and economization. We conclude with some reflection, points for future research, and limitations of the research.

Literature
This section fulfils two functions. First, it sets out the literature on waste management policy with a focus on accounting/economic aspects and on domestic waste policy in Ireland. Second, literature on the methodological approach is summarised.

Waste management policy and the Irish context
Literature on waste management policy is extensive and a comprehensive review is beyond the scope of this paper. Such literature does highlight concepts and issues which are relevant for this paper, and these are now briefly outlined.

Scharf and Vogel (1994) is a useful starting point on the context of domestic waste management. They noted various volume-based and flat rate charges which were broadly similar in European cities where a weight-based charge applied. A key policy aim of a weight-based charge is to reduce waste through recycling - often referred to as pay-as-you-throw (PAYT) (Reschovsky and Stone, 1994). The literature on the PAYT concept is extensive, and many strengths and weaknesses have been reported - it is the most economically effective method (Dijkgraaf and Gradus, 2004; Husaini et al., 2007). A key aspect of domestic waste policy is collection services, and whether the service is publicly or privately owned. As noted by Domberger and Jensen (1997), competitive tendering can yield cost savings. Eggerth noted “involvement of the private sector in providing [waste] services has become even more complex” (2005, p.229), citing lack of public funds, reduced costs, and lower risk as three main drivers of privatisation. She also noted several issues with privatisation such as “what is the cost of privately vs. publicly provided services? Are users willing and able to pay? How will payments be collected? How will services be funded to low-income areas?” (Eggerth, 2005, p.229) - such issues feature later. Ma and Hipel (2016) supported the comments of Eggerth (2005) and also reported a recognition that “local government still plays an important role in developing policies and strategic plans for private sector participation, monitoring service provisioning, assessing service quality” (2016, p.6). Reeves and Barrow (2000) reported that the potential unit cost savings in Ireland were quite substantial in privatising waste collection (up to 45%). A later study by Curtis et al (2011, p.264) noted “very little is published on the costs of existing services in Ireland”. The lack of cost data was compounded by the fact that many waste operators were either part of a larger group of
companies or unlimited companies - meaning little public disclosure of accounting data. For this
study, we are less interested in actual or accurate costs of the provision of domestic waste
collection services, rather on the general notion of cost as a concept (see later). Thus, the lack of
literature on costs of waste collection services does not present an issue.

The accounting literature contains some studies which are indirectly relevant here, focusing
on environmental accounting, performance measurement and controls within firms. For example,
a study by Sundin et al. (2017) noted how waste management plans, waste generation and waste
generated feature within firm environmental objectives and reporting. Henri and Journeault (2010)
similarly studied management control systems, exploring links between “eco-control” and
economic performance and referred to waste reduction, waste minimisation and waste
performance measurements. Their study revealed no direct link between eco-control and economic
performance, rather a mediating effect in certain contexts, contradicting earlier findings of Lanen
(1999). A study by Qian et al. (2011) is interesting in that it explored environmental accounting
by local authorities, who in many countries are/were responsible for domestic waste collection.
They noted several theoretical perspectives which may explain why managers are motivated to
engage in environmental accounting - legitimacy, stakeholder, contingency and institutional
perspectives. They also noted a lack of research on environmental accounting in local government.
Their findings reported two influences on the level of environmental reporting, namely social
structural influences and organisational contextual influences. Interestingly, local authorities cited
kerbside collection services, different recycling and garbage collection designs, less available land
for new landfill sites and rapidly diminishing landfill spaces more than other factors as reasons for
their environmental reporting – some of these are relevant later. In summary, studies from the
accounting literature mentioned above do not focus on the broader, societal role of
accounting/accounting concepts. Thus, this study builds on extant accounting literature on waste,
expanding beyond individual case settings.

Moving to the context of this study, Ireland, consumption patterns accompanying an
economic boom in the 1990s impacted the nature and quantity of household waste generated
(Boyle, 2001). Ireland was not immune to the throwaway culture associated with increased
consumerism (Strasser, 2000; Fagan, 2003). By the late 1990s, Ireland faced a waste crisis, poor
infrastructure and under-developed policies to meet European Union (EU) regulations on waste
(Davies, 2003). To meet these EU requirements, the Irish government developed a national
framework for waste management to reduce waste to landfill by up to 90% (Fagan, 2003). Local
authorities were charged with responsibility to present an integrated waste management plan,
which included landfill expansion, construction of incinerators, the development of recycling
infrastructure as well as charging for household waste collection (Davies et al., 2005). Literature
on the sociology of waste is relevant to the context of waste management planning. This literature
explores civil society’s role and individual attitudes and behaviours to waste, i.e. why people
behave the way that they do (Yearley, 1995; O’Brien, 1999; Fagan, 2003; Davies et al., 2005) -
see later description of the ‘economic’. The most striking examples are evident in community
activism in response to various aspects of the domestic waste story in Ireland. For example, one
solution to the country’s continuing over-reliance on landfill was to introduce incineration. This
was supported by central government and by the private sector, but local communities,
environmentalists, scientists and left-wing politicians opposed. Several Irish studies explored this
societal resistance to incineration (Boyle, 2001; Davies et al., 2005; Purcell and Magette, 2010),
the common theme being public concerns about potential risks from incinerator emissions and an
overarching sense that waste prevention was preferable. Another example was in 2003, when the
Department of the Environment granted executive power to local authorities to charge for waste
services (Protection of the Environment Act, 2003 (52)). Throughout most of the country, domestic
waste charges were introduced without incident, with protest mainly in Dublin, the capital. This clear divergence was attributed to political geography, with more left-wing political parties concentrated in working class areas of Dublin (Davies, 2007), but it does raise the important issue of context when considering civil society actions. Similar empirical examinations of civil society and waste management in the US, UK and other European countries (see e.g. Davoudi, 2000; Bulkeley et al., 2005; Gonzalez and Healey, 2005; Moularet and Ailenei, 2005) revealed the importance of context sensitivity when exploring civil society activities (Gerometta et al., 2005; Swyngedouw, 2005). What is particularly interesting is that civil society’s role in waste has been regarded in Ireland as confrontational or negative, often referred to as NIMBYism or political opportunism (Davies, 2003). This contrasts with the positive impact that civil organisations have had on waste management in other countries (Liss, 2001; Luckin and Sharp, 2003; ZeroWaste NZ, 2003).

A related body of literature explores individual and household (re-)actions in relation to waste, including a variety of social and institutional factors thought to influence individual attitudes e.g. national wealth and levels of industrialisation (Dunlap et al., 1993), personal norms and awareness of consequences (Hopper and Nielsen, 1991), environmental concern and social norms (Minton and Rose, 1997) and social dilemmas (Bazerman et al. 1996). In an Irish context, Davies et al. (2005) revealed that attitude-action relationships were influenced by personal characteristics and social/institutional factors meaning waste management must be considered within a wider framework of social and political structures. Purcell and Magette (2010) suggested waste behaviours were spatially variable, meaning initiatives designed for one area might ignore the needs of other areas. Like Davies et al. (2005), they also reported that variations in waste service satisfaction and waste management influences were related to the respondents’ personal characteristics - e.g. education level, type of accommodation, age - meaning targeted solutions are required to improve rates of diversion from landfill. A common theme across much of this attitudinal research is that individuals are concerned about the environment but have low levels of activity directed towards improvement. This reveals a public and private morality when it comes to environmental issues - people think one way but behave another. In an Irish context, this is evident in the how the public clearly wanted the government to do more to improve circumstances surrounding waste but were unwilling to make personal sacrifices (Drury Research 2000, 2003).

Waste is both local and global - it may be created in one locality, dumped or incinerated in another and flows locally and globally (Fagan, 2003). Examining waste in a ‘multiscalar’ context involves viewing it as a global, national, local and individual process (Massay, 1992; Marston, 2000) and using this lens opens up the web of players involved in the regulation and management of waste in Ireland (Fagan and Murray, 2006). The detailed account of domestic waste management in Ireland provided later highlights the complex relationships between the different spheres of governance on a European, national and local authority level (EPA, 2000; Boyle, 2001, 2002; Fagan et al, 2001; Taylor, 2001; Davies, 2003). Add to this the role of civil society in the form of community activism (Davies, 2007) and the heightened interest of private enterprise which came with the privatisation wave of the 1990s (Reeves and Barrow, 2000) and a complicated sector, finely balanced between economic, environmental and political interests, can be visualised.

**Methodological approach**

This study draws on some actor-network themes from the broader Actor Network Theory (ANT) (Latour, 1986, 1987, 2005; Callon, 1986; Law, 1986) - in particular, the notion of calculation, and in turn, calculative spaces and non-calculative spaces (Callon and Law, 2005), and on the notions of the ‘economic’ and ‘economization’ (Çalışkan and Callon, 2009; 2010). Each concept is described in some detail below.
Calculation, in an ANT sense is not possible without the enrolment of non-human actors (Callon and Law, 2005, p.719), but the effects of these non-human actors can be unpredictable and result in unintended consequences (Callon, 1986). Of relevance here is that the gaining of a desired outcome - the enactment of a pay-by-weight domestic waste collection system - although grounded in history, will have history and origin forgotten (Callon, 1986). Also, the story of domestic waste in Ireland spans several decades and involves several calculations with differing results that “circulate elsewhere in an acceptable way” (Callon and Muniesa, 2005, p. 1231). The use of ANT concepts to analyse the mobilisation of accounting concepts in the process of calculation has an established tradition - e.g. Briers and Chua (2001), Mouritsen et al. (2010), Egan (2014), Jollands and Quinn (2017) and Seal and Warren (2018). In the context of this paper, Hopwood (2009) noted the role of accounting (as a calculative device) in environmental issues would likely not be minimal. In this vein, and of interest here, Egan (2014) and Jollands and Quinn (2017) adopted the notion of calculation in relation to accounting concepts and how water is accounted for.

Calculation is understood in a broad sense; “calculating does not necessarily mean performing mathematical or even numerical operations” (Callon and Muniesa, 2005, p. 1231). Callon and Law refer to it as “qualification [which] means calculation, whether arithmetical in form or not” (2005, p. 719). Callon and Muniesa (2005) outline calculation as a three-step process. First, entities to be included must be detached, displaced, moved, arranged, and ordered in a single calculative space. They note “an invoice, a grid, a factory, a trading screen, a trading room, a spreadsheet, a clearing-house, a computer memory, a shopping cart […] can be analysed as calculative spaces, but all will provide different forms of calculation” (Callon and Muniesa, 2005, p.1231). Here, as will be seen, there are many entities and actors (human and non-human) to be ordered in a single calculative space. Second, new associations are formed between assembled entities, and entities are subject to manipulation and transformation. Third is the construction of the accomplished calculation, which produces a result. The result may take the form of an inscription – e.g. an account of waste disposed, a bill based on weight of waste, a market (price) for waste collection. Callon and Muniesa (2005) also highlight three interrelated subtleties that arise in the process of calculation. First, as many actors could be assembled within a calculative space, calculations can be performed in various ways. Second and leading from this, some actors (from past translations) will have means to perform calculations and others will not. Third, and leading from the first two, there can be open discussion, public debate and even protest on how calculations have been assembled.

Some further detail on these subtleties is useful. On the first subtlety, as calculations can be performed in multiple ways, calculation in an ANT-sense is not solely quantitative. As outlined, calculation begins with the assembling of entities in a distinct spatio-temporal frame, a calculative space (Callon and Law, 2005). Thus, when calculation occurs, deciding what is included and excluded is determined, and many outcomes are possible. Additionally, entities included within the calculative space do not pre-date it in the form within the space, but are translated by it (Callon and Law, 2005, p. 719). Thus, as the second step of calculation outlined by Callon and Muniesa (2005) suggests, associations are formed between entities and they are manipulated and transformed. Callon and Muniesa’s (2005) second subtlety suggests some actors have means (Law, 1992, p.390) to assemble calculations while others do not. This may include the ability to construct centres of calculation (Latour, 1987) to allow the assembling of calculative spaces. Flowing from the first subtlety, the creation of a calculative space requires decisions on what is included, and what is excluded. Thus, “all calculation builds itself with and against noncalculation” (Callon and Law, 2005, p. 718) and assembling entities within a calculative space implies the removal of counter-calculations. The resources that some actors possess to form powerful (Latour, 1986)
calculations can and will be utilised to also create non-calculative space. The boundary between a
calculative and non-calculative space is typically blurred, overlapping, and reinforcing each other -
thus, Callon and Law (2005) state, it is better to think of them as ‘other’ to each other. Callon
and Law (2005) suggest rarefaction and proliferation as strategies for the creation of non-
calculative spaces. Rarefaction is the withdrawing of resources and/or relations required for a
counter-calculation. Proliferation is the opening up and the inclusion of so many entities
interacting, that too much entanglement is constructed and creates incalculability. The second
subtlety is also relevant to our focus on the role of accounting concepts such as price, cost and
profit. Such accounting concepts can be classified as visionary objects (Briers and Chua, 2001)
and are “plastic enough to mould to local practices, while robust enough to carry meaning across
differing localities” (Jollands and Quinn, 2017, p.170). They provide a specific notion of how the
world should be measured and constructed. They, therefore, act upon what is to be included in a
calculative space and what is excluded. On Callon and Muniesa’s (2005) third subtlety, if we
consider accounting concepts such as price, cost, and profit, these can be open to many
understandings. Such variations in understanding can create an opening of discussion and public
debate on what should be included in a calculative space, or even if such a space should exist. For
example, in the context of a privatised waste collection market in Ireland (Reeves and Barrow,
2000; Curtis et al., 2011;) each private operator could have its own interpretation on pricing and
costs, and include or exclude items from calculation, and thus may be a calculative space.
However, the private waste collection industry as a whole may also be considered a calculative
space (or more precisely a calculative collective space, see Callon and Muniesa, 2005), which may
be seen as something to be controlled by government, who may have a different outlook on these
same concepts.

This study also draws on the notions of the ‘economic’ and ‘economization’ (Çalışkan and
Callon 2009, 2010). Taking the ‘economic’ first, the meaning attached to it by Çalışkan and Callon
(2009) is broader than the typical meaning accounting associates to it. Çalışkan and Callon (2009)
distinguish a formalist meaning of ‘economic’ (individual behaviours leading to decisions to fulfil
needs) and a substantivist meaning (mechanisms through which society meets its needs). They
note that while literature on both the formalist and substantivist view of the economy differ, the
individual and collective can be brought together in considering what is ‘economic’. In considering
domestic waste, individual behaviours could, for example, increase financial means (i.e. personal
wealth) by recycling to avoid waste charges; or as a collective, society also needs to reduce waste
and create mechanisms and/or policy to encourage individual behaviour. This interaction of the
individual and social is apparent from the waste management literature. Çalışkan and Callon
(2009) - and earlier Callon (1998) - also refer to ‘economization’ which refers to “the processes
that constitute the behaviours, organizations, institutions and, more generally, the objects in a
particular society which are tentatively and often controversially qualified, by scholars and/or lay
people, as ‘economic’” (p. 370). They note that empirical research on ‘economization’ has
revealed roles played by “techniques, sciences, standards, calculating instruments, metrology and,
more generally, material infrastructure” (Çalışkan and Callon, 2009, p. 384) - or materialities as
they are termed collectively. While this links to the notion of Callon and Muniesa’s (2005)
calculation, there are clear links to accounting here - as a technique, science and calculating
instrument.

The accounting and broader literature include studies drawing on calculation, economization
and related actor-network concepts, and an outline of some relevant papers is now given starting
with the accounting literature. Briers and Chua (2001) introduced a visionary object – a new form
of boundary object - referring to high level concepts within a community e.g. a precise costing
system, but preciseness of cost may be specific to various contexts. Samuel et al. (2005) noted the
role of accountants and accounting and provided some insights and critique on how medicine and healthcare became ‘economic’. In a theoretical paper, Callon (2009) explored the creation of carbon markets, and the role of the accountant as an economic agent who “explicates the effects of climate change on the calculation of costs and investments” (2009, p. 539). He referred to professional accounting organizations as market participants amongst “international organizations or coordination structures” (ibid), clearly identifying accounting and accountants as agents in market formation. Mouristen et al. (2009) focused on how management accounting calculations can be utilised in innovation management and identified several examples of how such calculations play mediating and varied roles in innovation management, appealing to Callon and Muniesa’s (2005) understanding of calculation. Preda (2009), in a study of financial markets suggested multiple notions of calculation in financial market trades. One of these “designates the social processes through which entities are selected and transformed in such a way that they become the object of market transactions” (2009, p. 676), again highlighting the broad meaning of calculation. In another financial markets study, Poon (2009) explored how a consumer risk score (a calculative object) became embedded in the entire US mortgage lending market. Muniesa and Linhardt (2009) studied the modernisation of a French research funding agency, which included the introduction of budgetary controls. They noted debates around the mission of the agency began to incorporate “budgetary authorisation […] a variation on the topic of economization” (2009, p. 557), although they also noted how managing the agency remained politicised. Jollands and Quinn (2017) described the use of accounting concepts in the creation of a calculative space to bring about domestic water charges in Ireland. They highlighted how the concept of cost can have different meanings, as well as how the concept of cost was used as part of a proliferation strategy to prevent counter-calculations. Finally, Warren and Seal (2018) examined electricity generation in the UK and the use of an accounting technique (discounted cash flow) drawing on economization and the concepts of marketization and financialization.

From the broader literature, several studies are worthy of mention. Gregson et al (2013) referred to the economization of ship recycling. They, in their case (the UK’s Ship Recycling Strategy) noted how the political became economic, rather than the other way around as envisaged by Çalışkan and Callon (2009). Briefly, a desire by the UK government to avoid being viewed politically as “dumping” ships for recycling, led to framing ship recycling as an economic activity - utilising assaying and assay devices (calculations, measurements) as calculative devices (see Hopwood, 2009), highlighting the link between economization and calculation. Miller and Power (2013), although referring to economizing rather than economization, note the broad role of accounting in economizing (see also Cooper, 2015). They, for example, referred to accounting as territorial (among other roles), noting “calculative instruments of accountancy presuppose and recursively construct the calculable spaces that actors inhabit within organizations and society” (2013, p. 561). This is something Jollands and Quinn (2017) demonstrated empirically (see earlier). Miller and Power (2013) also mention a mediating role of accounting, which is captured in the second step of calculation outlined by Callon and Muniesa (2005) - associations are formed between entities, which are manipulated and transformed.

To sum up on the notion of economization, it has been used in the context of the role of accounting in broader societal issues, suggesting it is a suitable lens for the present study. Based on the above, there are some parallels to the present study in Warren and Seal (2018), but some distinctions should be highlighted. Çalışkan and Callon (2010) refer to marketization as a form of economization which leads to the establishment of markets. The focus of this study is not the formation of a market *per se*, rather the use of accounting concepts within processes of economization. Additionally, the ‘market’ for domestic waste in Ireland is not comparable to the large scale and complex markets for electricity in the UK (and other countries), nor to financial
markets as in studies like that of Preda (2009). Thus, we do not refer to marketization in this study. Also, while a profit motive did enter Irish domestic waste policy through privatization, to say the sector became “financialized” would be an over claim, as all firms involved were/are privately owned and not subject to financial market forces as UK electricity generators are. Thus, financialization is similarly not utilised here.

The data collection method for this study is to use documentary evidence to follow key actors and processes across time and space in their efforts to bring about a pay-by-weight model for domestic waste. This model ultimately required a payment per kg of household and food waste to be paid, as first set out in the Waste Management (Collection Permit) (Amendment) Regulations (2016) – described in detail later. Thus, this study follows similar approaches to Jollands and Quinn (2017) who relied on publicly available government documentation and media reports to examine the introduction of domestic water billing in Ireland; and Carroll (2012) who used similar data to explore boundary issues between science and governance in a chronicling of the reclamation of swampland in California. In this study, a detailed examination of European and domestic policy documents, media reports, parliamentary records and legislation (mainly newly enacted legislation) allowed the authors to first set out the time series of events underpinning the evolution of domestic waste policy in Ireland - a full list of documentation reviewed is provided in Appendix 1.

A theoretically informed analysis of the above documentary sources allowed the authors to trace how calculation, economization and the ‘economic’ occurred, resulting in a pay-by-weight model and a domestic waste market in Ireland, and revealed the role of accounting concepts (such as cost, price and profit) therein. This approach was guided by other theoretically sensitive explorations of social phenomenon which have provided extensive empirical insight as well as in-depth theoretical contribution (Samuel et al, 2005; Callon, 2009; Poon, 2009). Specifically, here, calculation should be understood as defined by Callon and Muniesa (2005) - the three-step process outlined above. Of course, calculation in the numeric sense of accounting in its numeric sense may feature (Hopwood, 2009), through concepts such as cost, price, or profit. Later, two instances of calculation will be outlined in greater detail: 1) the introduction of pay-by-weight waste charges in Ireland, and 2) changes to these charges to include a transparent pricing and a price monitoring mechanism. Likewise, the meaning of ‘economic’ should also be understood as the meaning presented by Çalışkan and Callon (2009), incorporating a substantivist and formalist view of the economy; and, ‘economization’ similarly as the processes around behaviours, organizations, institutions and objects society which economic. The two instances of calculation noted above will be described later relative to economization and economic. In the context of Irish waste policy, waste collection is not a public good as consumers may be excluded on non-payment of charges, but uncollected or illegally dumped waste can pose public health issues and/or generate externalities. Thus, waste collection is best described as a merit good - one that is beneficial to society and should be consumed by everyone (see e.g. Morgenroth, 2006) - and aligns to a formalist meaning of ‘economic’. However, society (i.e. the Irish state) also has/had a role in delivering this merit good through policy instruments, aligning with a substantivist meaning of ‘economic’.

Domestic waste management in Ireland 1996 - 2018

An overview of events over time is now presented (see also Appendix 2). The earlier parts of this section are contextual and descriptive, provide the waste policy back story, and highlight the mobilisation of accounting concepts. The latter parts engage in conceptual discussion, encompassing the concepts of calculation, the ‘economic’ and economization. This is typical in actor-network studies, which normally avoid distinction between description and explanation.
(Briers and Chua, 2001; Latour, 1991; Jollands and Quinn, 2017). The events are considered in two time periods. The first is 1996 to 2002, the period from the first legislative efforts to manage waste to the beginning of privatisation. The second, 2003 to 2018, is marked by growing economic considerations such as cost to consumers and the waste industry, as well as an increasing need to manage waste in an environmentally sustainable fashion. This latter point includes changing consumer behaviour and the introduction of a polluter-pays approach. Prior to 1996 local authorities could (and in some cases did) charge for waste collection services under the Local Government (Financial Provisions) (No. 2) Act (1983) and some local authorities levied water charges (Jollands and Quinn, 2017). Barrett and Lawlor (1995) noted that 60% of the population of Ireland were paying a fixed waste collection charge by 1994. Those not paying for waste collection services were mainly in urban areas, particularly Dublin - it would not be until 2003 that the first Dublin local authority charged for collections. Immediately, the accounting concept of ‘cost’ is visible, specifically the cost of waste disposal and who should bear that cost. In 60% of cases local authorities passed the cost onto householders. In Dublin, local authorities themselves bore the cost, giving householders no responsibility, either financially or behaviourally, for waste.

Pre-privatisation, policy and legislation 1996-2002

In the 1980s, waste management in Ireland was within the remit of local authorities and funded by central government. Lack of infrastructure and investment in waste management practices resulted in local authorities simply providing collection services and landfill facilities (Fagan, 2003). This is similar to the lack of investment noted by Jollands and Quinn (2017) in Ireland’s water infrastructure. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s waste generated in Ireland doubled (Stapleton et al., 2000). Ireland’s recycling rate was amongst the lowest in the EU and it was reliant on landfill, a solution becoming increasingly problematic in the context of environmental standards (Davies, 2003). By 1998, over 90% of municipal waste was disposed to landfill and it was estimated that 50% of all landfill sites in Ireland would be at capacity within three years and capacity breached by 2012 (EPA, 2000). The dominance of landfill at the time can be attributed to its relative cost effectiveness, though increasing social, environmental and health concerns contributed to a revamping of waste strategy in the 1990s (Boyle, 2001). Successive EU directives from 1975 through to 1993 – e.g. the EU Directive on Waste (2008/98) - set out concepts, definitions, and principles on waste management, including the polluter pays principle. These concepts were encapsulated in the Irish legislative framework and the first legislative milestone was the Waste Management Act (1996), which imposed obligations on local authorities to collect, or arrange for the collection of household waste. This is our starting point, as from then waste collection services have evolved from a largely fixed charge service (provided by authorities and private operators) to a full private-sector enterprise - which appears to be quite profitable (Irish Times, 2016a). This transformation implies the role of concepts such as price, cost and profit come to the fore.

With the passing of the Waste Management Act 1996, various policy instruments followed. The first, Waste Management – Changing our Ways (1998), presented a comprehensive policy to modernise Ireland’s waste management. It encompassed an integrated approach based on the ‘waste hierarchy’- an internationally recognised hierarchy of options for dealing with waste, ranging from waste prevention through to sustainable disposal (Barrett and Lawlor, 1997). The 1998 policy document encouraged a regional approach to increase efficiencies. Ambitious recycling and recovery targets were set to the year 2013 - diversion of 50% of household waste from landfill, minimum 65% reduction in biodegradable waste consigned to landfill, recycling 25% of municipal waste, and recycling 85% of construction and demolition waste (Dempsey, 1998, p.6).
Following the 1998 policy document, local authorities formed seven regional groupings from about 32 local authorities, reflecting geographic and demographic considerations. By 2001, 29 local authorities subscribed to waste management plans for the regions of Dublin, North East, Connaught, Midlands, Clare/Kerry/Limerick, South East and Cork City and County. Three local authorities - Donegal, Kildare, and Wicklow - followed individual county plans (Government of Ireland, 2002, p.7). At this time, the cornerstone of EU waste policy was to decrease reliance on landfill (Government of Ireland, 2002, p.7). Limits were placed on the portion of biodegradable municipal waste which could be sent to landfill by 2010. Directive 1999/31/EC set out targets for Ireland; by 2006 the proportions of biodegradable municipal waste to landfill to be reduced to 75% of the 1995 level; by 2009 it should be halved; by 2016 it should be reduced by 35% (Government of Ireland, 2002, p.47).

In 2002 Delivering Change - Preventing and Recycling Waste: a policy document set out an agenda to address waste management from the top of the waste hierarchy – waste prevention - by improved recycling levels. A sum of €127m in EU/Exchequer funding was made available to support the development of waste recovery and recycling infrastructure. To encourage a change in public behaviour towards recycling, a landfill levy was introduced through the Waste Management (Amendment) Act 2001. Landfill operators, both local authority and private, had to pay this levy to a central government Environment Fund. In the case of private landfill operators, local authorities acted as a collection agent for the levy. The initial levy was €19 per tonne. In response to the levies, in 2003 the Department of Environment and Local Government (renamed since, see later) extended and amended powers of local authorities to charge for waste services via the Protection of the Environment Act (2003), detailed below. Through this landfill levy, the concept of ‘cost’ was being mobilised by government as a dissuasive tool to change behaviour in line with government/European policy. Householders either reduced waste or incurred more cost as the landfill levy was passed on to them as an increased waste collection charge. The year 2005 was set as the year by which a pay-by-weight or pay-by-volume system was to be introduced (EPA, 2004). In summary, by 2003, cost had entered Irish waste policy through the landfill levy, which for the first time had the potential to affect all consumers.

Policy and legislation from 2003

Events from 2003 to 2018 will show how domestic waste collection in Ireland moved from being a free local authority service, to a fully privatised and chargeable service. A resulting waste collection ‘market’ emerged, with prices monitored by central government. Thus, over time, Ireland’s domestic waste collection service has moved from a fully public service - with associated government policies - to a fully private service, which must remain profitable to be sustainable. To begin, an outline of key laws and policies which brought this about is given.

As noted, the Local Government (Financial Provisions) (No. 2) Act (1983) allowed local authorities to charge for services provided. Some did, the main exception being Dublin. In 1993, the Local Government (Dublin) Act (1993) split Dublin county into four new local authority areas. In early 1994, three of the new authorities introduced a flat water charge (see Jollands and Quinn, 2017) - protests followed and charges were rescinded in 1996. These protests likely made Dublin local authorities reluctant to impose waste charges. The Protection of the Environment Act (2003) amended the Waste Management Act 1996, allowing local authorities to “make a charge in respect of the provision of any waste service by, or on behalf of, that authority” (Section 52, 2003). In common with the Waste Management Act (1996), provision of waste services by private enterprise under contract was permitted. Among other things, this reflected a policy towards the movement
of the ‘cost’ of waste towards householders, as noted on the previous section. The 2003 Act also
gave local authorities powers to recover debts for unpaid charges, and to waive charges in cases
of hardship (c.f. Eggerth, 2005). With the passing of the 2003 Act, waste collection charges were
introduced to Dublin for the first time (Davies, 2007). While the gradual introduction of charges
was opposed throughout Ireland prior to 2003, their introduction to Dublin led to protest against
the ‘bin tax’ (Davies, 2007). Many households refused to pay, local authorities threatened non-
collection of waste, there were protests and pickets (Davies, 2007), and several community
activists and politicians were jailed or fined for participating in activities such as blockading refuse
trucks (Irish Times, 2003a; 2003b; 2003c). The cumulative effect of these actions caused
disruption to waste services for many weeks, but perhaps more significantly, the public and
political response to this “anti-bin charge” movement signified the extent to which waste charges
had become as much a challenge of governance and cost-recovery (following the polluter pays
principle) as a challenge of environmental sustainability.

As detailed above, the Waste Management Act (1996) allowed for the provision of waste
services by private enterprise, and by 2003 several private companies were operating outside of
Dublin. Local authorities traditionally had low waste collection charges with more waivers,
meaning they often covered only a portion of costs (Dunne et al., 2008). Flowing from an
increasing realisation that waste collection was not efficiently operating as a public service (Reeves
and Barrow, 2000), private sector participation increased, coinciding with significantly increased
costs of waste services due to stronger environmental standards associated with waste (Dunne et
al., 2008). This created a conflict as any private waste sector had to be competitive, whilst at the
same time waste policy was a key element of the (Irish) national and European agenda toward
environmental sustainability. Accounting concepts thus became more central to the story. It is
questionable if a private enterprise motivated by ‘profit’ could or would successfully carry out
activities to meet a broader environmental objective in a landscape governed by European policy
and legislation.

In 2004, a Government policy - Taking Stock and Moving Forward - sought to establish
where Ireland stood on waste management. By the end of 2003, segregated collection of dry
recycling was available to 564,000 households (42% of all households). The number of public
recycling points had doubled since 1998 and there was significantly more civic recycling centres.
In addition, the regional groupings formed by the local authorities between 1998 and 2001 resulted
in more efficient provision of waste management infrastructure and services and created the
possibility for partnership arrangements between local authorities and the private sector (EPA,
2004). At this time, waste collection charges were largely fixed, with collection undertaken by a
mixture of local authorities and private operators. It was becoming increasingly apparent, as
reflected in the 2004 policy document, that flat waste charges did not cover costs, or incentivise
waste reduction or recycling. In 2003, the EU mandated the polluter pays principle be applied to
all waste and emphasised the need for a combination of policy measures including voluntary and
economic instruments, as well as regulatory command and control measures (European
Commission, 2003). Ultimately it was necessary to internalise the cost of waste disposal, making
households accept responsibility for waste disposal and encourage behavioural changes (Dunne et
al. 2008). Thus here, ‘price’ could be mobilised as a tool to change behaviour. In linking price to
householders’ waste reduction efforts, accounting is thus playing a role in enforcing the polluter
pays principle. One method to encourage household responsibility is a PAYT system, facilitated
by a weighing device integrated in collection trucks. Another method is a pay-per-use system,
whereby a fee is charged based on, for example, the number of collections, regardless of weight.
This latter method was commonplace in Ireland at the time. Based on the 2004 policy document
the Government planned to introduce some form of weight or volume-based charge i.e. mobilise
price as a tool. A pay-by-volume system was introduced in many areas - typically a charge per collection - and charges of private waste companies rose. Some financial difficulties were faced by households as private waste companies provided no relief to low-income households. A variety of schemes were thus introduced by local authorities offering some waiver of charges to qualifying low-income houses (c.f. Eggerth, 2005). These schemes presented significant cost implications for the local authorities; most used income allocated to other services to subsidise the scheme, with some recovering this cost by levying other users of waste collection services. The number of waiver recipients nationally, but particularly in Dublin, remained relatively static from 2005, however, 2010 saw a jump in claimants as Ireland’s economic conditions worsened (Irish Times, 2011). In addition, in 2010 Dublin City Council changed the nature of the waiver system, so that recipients paid per lift, but did not pay an annual standing charge. In summary from 2004 to 2012, waste services were largely provided by private waste companies, recycling infrastructure had improved, and most households paid a fixed fee for waste collection.

By 2012 domestic waste collection was fully privatised, Dublin city being the last area. By this time, government policy noted unsustainable dependence on landfill as sites had reached capacity or were due to by 2020, meaning it was imperative to develop alternative approaches (Department of Environment, 2012). The landfill levy had reached €65 per tonne, increasing to €75 in 2013 - a dissuasive economic instrument (cost) mobilised by government to encourage behaviour change. However, more was needed. The Environment (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2015 introduced a pay-by-weight scheme, to be enacted from July 1st, 2016. The Act required all households to pay for waste on a per kilogram (kg) basis, with a view to reducing waste to landfill. The Act set out a minimum mandatory fee per kg for waste types - 11c for residual waste, 6c for organic waste and zero for recyclables. Here, for the first time in an Irish context, ‘price’ was mobilised directly to households to encapsulate the polluter pays principle. The waiving or partial waiving of charges for low income households would remain. Under the Act, from July 2015, all waste operators were legally obliged to weigh waste collected and make information available to customers on weights of each bin type collected (see Figure 3 later). This allowed a 12-month window before revised charges applied. It is worth noting that by this time, many waste companies had such a system in place (Irish Times, 2015). In Summer 2016, before the legislation came into effect, a newly elected government faced a backlash - but not protest - from householders who believed waste charges would increase significantly. This was blamed in part on what was ‘opportunism’ on the part of waste companies, some of whom were increasing service charges (Irish Times, 2016a) - ‘profit’ motives were driving ‘price’. At the same time, the new government was facing questionable stability and protest following the introduction of water charges and thus announced that the new waste charges would be postponed until July 2017. This delay would be accompanied by a six-month awareness campaign on pay-by-weight, costing €1.5m and funded by the waste companies – increasing their costs, and reducing profit. During this twelve-month period to July 2017, waste companies were required to provide customers with two bills - one showing the current flat fee system, one showing what they would pay under a pay-by-weight system. In summary, the 2015 to 2017 saw accounting concepts become key in Irish waste management policy. As described, cost, price, and profit were now at play as private waste companies controlled the entire market.

---

1 According to a report by the Office of the Ombudsman in 2008, about 55,000 households (about 10% of households) in Dublin were in receipt of a waiver. This cost the Dublin local authorities about €10m per annum – see https://www.ombudsman.ie/publications/reports/waste-waiver-schemes-admi/.
Introduction and abolition of minimum pay-by-weight charges

To understand why waste charges, for some customers at least, would increase under a pay-by-weight scheme in Ireland, geographic context is relevant (c.f. Davies, 2007) as there are significant differences in the economics of waste collection. It was believed that the pay-by-weight measures to be introduced in 2016 would impact Dublin more, as the most populated region. The average Dublin household paid an annual flat fee of €250, while those in other regions paid €350 (Irish Times, 2016b). As private waste companies had moved into the lucrative Dublin market since 2012, they offered fixed charges as an incentive to attract and retain customers. Fixed waste charges do not encourage consumer behaviour change and evidence suggested that the average household paying a fixed charge disposed 354 kg more waste annually (Irish Times, 2016b). The chief executive of one large waste companies operating in Dublin, the City Bin Company, emailed customers in 2016 stating that under the current system those living outside of Dublin subsidised the charges of Dublin householders (Irish Times, 2016b). The introduction of pay-by-weight would imply householders outside Dublin would see charges decrease, while Dublin household charges would increase significantly as prices in Dublin barely reflected the fixed costs of waste recovery costs (Irish Times, 2016b). This illustrates a somewhat disruptive influence of ‘price’ in this story. By offering competitive prices to secure the lucrative Dublin market, waste companies created a two-tier pricing structure. This had to be brought into balance through the new pay-by-weight scheme, triggering the public backlash which temporarily postponed the new charges. Indeed, these lower, mainly flat charges offered to Dublin customers in the first place were incongruent with the goal of behaviour change government policy was striving for.

Pay-by-weight was due to be effective nationwide by 1 July 2017, as outlined above. The government set a minimum mandatory fee per kg for different types of household waste as per the Environment (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2015 (see earlier). These represented the minimum waste companies must charge, but they could charge more (Coveney, 2016). On average, in a year a typical Irish family generated 600 kg of residual waste, 200 kg of organic waste and 200 kg of recyclable waste (Coveney, 2016). Table 1 below uses this data to compare an average householder’s waste bill with their potential bill under the proposed structure, using the pay-by-weight rates for three bin companies, Greyhound, AES and City Bin Company. In all cases, an increase in charges was expected, unless the householder reduced waste. Table 1 also shows the per kg prices are well in excess of the minimum suggested by the Government, and that prices varied by company and clearly captures how ‘price’ (or cost in the eyes of the householder) can be mobilised in efforts to reduce waste produced by households2.

On June 27th, 2017, the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment, Denis Naughten, announced a scrapping of the mandatory minimum nationwide pay-by-weight charge on the basis that it was unfair, inflexible and did little to encourage recycling. This was arguably in response to the public backlash mentioned earlier. Instead, the government required private waste companies - of which there were 67 at the time (Dáil Éireann, 2017b) - to offer a variety of incentivised pricing options, and the phasing out of fixed flat-rate charges. These incentivised pricing options could include standard charges per lift, per kg, by weight band or weight allowance. All waste collectors were required to provide bins for organic waste. The Minister suggested that such an incentivised charging regime would ensure that if householders segregated more and produced less waste they would pay less, thereby bringing about the behavioural change necessary

---

2 It should be recognised that packaging also needs to be reduced by producers to reduce waste (see e.g. Beitzen-Heineke et al., 2017), which could also reduce the ‘cost’ to householders.
to reduce reliance on landfill (Dáil Éireann, 2017c). These new measures were set to be implemented over a phased period of 15 months i.e. be in place in advance of 2019.

As per Callon and Muniesa (2005, p.1231), calculation is a broad process which is “imagining and estimating courses of action associated with [...] things”. The three stage process of calculation per Callon and Muneisa (2005) has been described earlier, and based on this, this move to a fully privatised system of domestic waste collection, whereby every citizen in Ireland was in receipt of a waste collection bill from a private waste company is an example of calculation. In the first stage of calculation, a multitude of actors (e.g. laws, waste policy, consumers, costs of public service provision, costs of waste operators, cost to the household, profit, EU directives, private companies) were detached, moved and ordered in a calculative space or spaces (each waste operator). In the second stage, these actors were assembled, manipulated and transformed to reach the third stage – the production of an inscription - a waste bill for every household. The multitude of actors and the complexities of their assembling implied this process took over a decade. However, as revealed in the narrative thus far, accounting concepts (cost, price, and profit) are apparent in the process of calculation. These concepts come more to the fore during a second process of calculation, which we turn to now.

As of mid-2017, just under half of Irish householders paid a flat fee; mostly in Dublin. City Councillors in Dublin criticised the proposed regime allowing private companies to control waste charges and called for regulation (Irish Times, 2017a). Certain that the new proposals would lead to price hikes, particularly in the Dublin area, some opposition political parties voiced their descent – e.g. Solidarity/People before Profit called for an end to private waste companies, arguing waste collection costs be paid from general taxation (Irish Times, 2017b); Sinn Féin called for extensive waivers for the vulnerable (Irish Times, 2017c); and, previous anti-water charge activists promised protest (Irish Independent, 2017). The main opposition party, Fianna Fáil - who underpinned the Fine Gael minority government - called for the appointment of an independent waste regulator (Irish Times, 2017d) to protect householders from sharp price increases. On 4th July 2017, Timmy Dooley of Fianna Fáil proposed a motion to Dáil Éireann (lower house, Irish parliament) to counter a proposal by Minister Naughten. Figure 2 contains a summary of Dooley’s motion.

Throughout this paper, accounting concepts - including price, cost, and profitability - are highlighted as important in the story of waste disposal in Ireland. The story reveals how the ‘cost’ of waste was transferred from government to householders with the intention of changing behaviour by making them financially and behaviourally responsible for waste. Once the waste market was privatised, ‘profit’ motifs became embroiled in the ‘pricing’ structures creating competition which influenced household behaviour. The words of Timmy Dooley as per Figure 2 summarises the story in a comprehensive way and reveals accounting concepts (see italicised, Figure 2). Costs, prices, and profitability are either mentioned directly or inferred. Dooley’s comments also reflect that cost can have multiple meanings (Jollands and Quinn, 2017) - i.e. cost to households, waste management cost and as a tool to reduce waste. It is intriguing how the two sets of concepts (accounting and waste management) are almost seamlessly interwoven in Dooley’s comments. The motion proposed by Dooley was accepted by Minister Naughten, particularly with reference the appointment of a regulator, as follows:

I will establish a pricing watchdog monitoring unit that will provide monthly reports on pricing developments and I will ask the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission, CCPC, to report on the operation of the household waste collection market. This will inform
the future development of national waste management policy before year end, which will provide an evidence base to establish a regulator to prevent price gouging. This unit will comprise representatives from the CCPC, my Department, a consumer representative from an organisation such as the Society of St. Vincent de Paul and an external economic expert with market knowledge (Dáil Éireann, 2017b, p.98).

The italicised words of Minister Naughten above again highlight accounting concepts. Prices were to be monitored and controlled; in other words, the accounting concept of price, which could impact waste companies’ profits and/or cost structures, was mobilised by government to appease public and political opposition. Additionally, the inclusion of a representative from the Society of St. Vincent de Paul (a charity who aid the poor), highlights another meaning of cost, cost to the consumer and the impact it could have on household incomes (c.f. Eggerth, 2005; Jollands & Quinn, 2017).

The parliamentary debate on the above motion on 4th July 2017 raised another interesting point, on profitability of waste companies. It was noted by Bríd Smith (People Before Profit party) that many waste companies had not filed detailed financial statements with the companies registrar for many years, as they were unlimited companies and could avail of filing exemptions. It was suggested by Smith that waste companies be required to file financial statements in Ireland to obtain a waste operator permit, and that they are very profitable. Smith noted:

How are we supposed to know whether these companies are losing money, are profitable or are going to the wall? There is a proliferation of them. As in the case of Tony Soprano\(^3\), it was no accident that these companies got involved in waste management. (Dáil Éireann, 2017b, p.107).

In reply Minister Naughten simply noted “the law was changed” (Dáil Éireann, 2017b, p.107). The Minister was referring to the passing of the Companies (Accounts) Act 2017, which under Section 78 changed Irish company law to imply only pure unlimited liability companies could avail of reporting and filing exemptions. The emergence of this new Act was not related to waste policy, rather to enact EU Directive 2013/34/EU on the accounts of groups of companies. The comment by Smith above highlights the fact that waste companies formed as unlimited companies to hide costs, profits, and assets from competitors - and others. This new Act removed this capability, and thus accounting concepts could enter the debate on waste in a more open and transparent way - at least post 2019 when the first financial statements under the Act would be publicly available.

Following from the parliamentary debates mentioned above, by the end of 2017, most waste companies had changed their systems and there was little evidence of opposition or protest to the proposed charging structure. The promised waste regulator emerged in September 2017 as the Price Monitoring Group (PMG). The PMG operates under the Minister’s remit, is chaired by an independent consumer expert and is comprised of members of the Minister’s department and Central Statistics Office of Ireland staff. The PMG produced its first report in December 2017, and its periodic reports show anonymised full price details for waste collection. By the end of 2018, all waste companies had complied with the new regulations, and according to the PMG’s

\(^3\) A fictional mafia boss popularised in the HBO series *The Sopranos.*
December 2018 report, prices remained relatively stable, although 51 different price plans existed nationally. The price plans all included a standard service charge, with additional charges by kg, per lift, or per kg in excess of allowance. The December 2018 report noted that “there does appear be a migration towards one pricing plan across the majority of firms; service charge including a weight allowance plus per kg charge for excess above allowance”. While some operators still charged on a per lift basis (regardless of weight), those who had moved to this more common policy exhibit varying price policies - some examples are shown in Table 2. While the waste companies in Tables 1 and 2 are not comparable, it is noticeable that the annual charges are closer to the charges as of 2017 (see Table 1) and include a price (cost to household) incentive to avoid additional charges. While we cannot be certain due to the anonymity of the waste companies in the PMG reports, it is likely differing price structures reflect the capabilities and efficiencies of each operator. For example, larger operators (such as Panda Waste) process organic waste into renewable energy for sale on the open market and can justify no charge for the collection of such waste. Economies of scale are also a likely factor – for example, company H in Table 2 may not have sufficient volume of recyclable waste and must charge householders. Some waste operators also provided web-based tools and/or apps to customers to provide data on the volume of waste collected – see e.g. Figure 3. Such tools allow customers to monitor waste and take action to reduce excess cost and/or stay within their allowances. The industry is experiencing, perhaps for the first time, a relative consistency, at least in pricing structures used by waste companies. After its initial proposal in 2004, householders were now experiencing ‘pay-by-weight’, meaning price has been successfully mobilised to change behaviour - although this necessitated some control of the private market in the form of the PMG.

The developments giving rise to a relatively consistent and transparent pricing mechanism, and giving consumers some control over waste charges, is a second example of calculation. While having similar actors, new actors (e.g. the PMG, new laws) and various courses of action were considered before an outcome was apparent. In this calculation, the assemblage/manipulation of actors into a calculative space was easier, as much moving and ordering had been done in the first process of calculation. Protest around water charges (see Jollands and Quinn, 2017) effected the manipulation of actors with the government more conscious of costs to end consumers. At the same time, private firms must cover ‘costs’ and set a ‘price’ to yield a ‘profit’. New associations were formed, e.g. interactions between the PMG and waste companies, and entities were transformed e.g. waste companies changed their pricing structures, the government abandoned minimum charges. The result of this second process of calculation was a relatively stable pricing structure (see Table 2) which encapsulated the polluter pays principle - excess waste was chargeable - and allowed waste operators to make a profit. An inscription from this calculation was a similar domestic waste bill, but also tools for householders to monitor waste volumes (see Figure 3). The prices charged were not set by government policy, although the government still had a role in the calculation process (c.f. Ma and Hipel, 2016). The PMG - a centre of calculation - ensured transparent pricing and prevented ‘Tony Soprano’ type profitability. At the same time, by not insisting on a minimum price, the government allowed fair and transparent prices to be set which reflected cost structures of each waste company, and made the polluter pay for excess waste (see Figure 2 and Table 2). This instance of calculation (and the previous one) were inclusive of a multitude of actors, and thus incalcublability features by means of proliferation. Also, the government, through laws and waste policies - which only the government had means to do (Law, 1992) - utilised rarefaction to prevent counter-calculations and create a relatively standard waste

collection ‘market’ nationally. The role of accounting concepts – price, cost, profit – is quite apparent in this second calculation.

The two calculations described are linked to economization and the ‘economic’ per Çalışkan and Callon (2009) and we now turn to these concepts in the context of the present paper. The formalist meaning of ‘economic’ and the substantivist meaning have been described earlier. Waste collection in Ireland aligns to a formalist meaning of ‘economic’ - individual behaviours leading to waste collection and avoidance of health risks and reduced cost to the Irish household. However, there is also a dual role of the individual and society. While individuals needs may be met directly through a waste market scenario as described here, or through indirect taxation, the state also had a role – a substantivist meaning of ‘economic’. The Irish government, over time, chose a market mechanism for domestic waste collection for reasons of cost efficiency (see Reeves and Barrow, 2000). This journey, and the overlapping of society's need to manage its waste with the private waste market's need to be profitable, is underpinned by the two calculation processes discussed above – and the accounting concepts embodied therein. Çalışkan and Callon (2009) highlighted the role of techniques, sciences and other materialities in the process of economization; “material devices [are] part and parcel of the processes of economization” (Çalışkan and Callon, 2009, p.384). The accounting concepts as described above are a key element in the technical arrangements and materials devices in the economization of domestic waste collection in Ireland. They are in the words of Warren and Seal (2018), an economic prosthetic which supported the twists and turns of various actors over time and space e.g. government, polices and private sector waste companies.

The economization process described here also raises some interesting findings and contributions to extant research on economization. The Irish government, faced with increasing EU regulation and lack of funding, used cost to determine privatisation as a viable solution to save money (Reeves and Barrow, 2000) and meet legal requirements on waste disposal and landfill. This is similar to the findings of Gregson et al (2013) in that the political (waste policy) became economic in the 2000s as the Irish government allowed local authorities to privatise waste collection – with the exception of Dublin as detailed earlier. For many years, the economic was to the fore (and accounting concepts), until the Irish government attempted to introduce a minimum waste charge (see Table 1). Thus, the economic became political as suggested by Muniesa and Callon (2007). Potential increased costs to consumers led to some political concern – possibly borne out of protest against domestic water charges (see Jollands and Quinn, 2017). However, the Irish government had already chosen institutional and technical arrangements which included private for-profit firms in the economization of domestic waste two decade previous. These firms now also had to consider their costs and price for waste collection to earn profit. The government - see Figure 2 - wanted fair and transparent pricing for consumers, but at the same time private firms would not enter a market where price is insufficient to make a profit. The resulting PMG, a centre of calculation (and a new actor) utilised accounting data (waste collection price) as a technical instrument to ensure that the ‘economic’ outcome of the domestic waste market in Ireland meets the varied, interlinked and often complex objectives of delivering waste collection as a merit good i.e. at a cost acceptable to householders, allowing waste companies earn profit and reduce waste going to landfill. Here, in the latter stages of the forming of a waste ‘market’ in Ireland, the interaction of political and economic is quite apparent, and over course of the time the political became economic, then political again (2017) and economic finally, albeit it with a political watchdog in the PMG. The latter point is interesting in that if ‘cost’ to the householder is a measurement, it is a more accurate and controlled measure than the assay devices as described by Gregson et al. (2013).
It is worth noting that the processes described here has also brought about accounting for waste itself. As a merit good, individuals likely wish to have their waste collected, but they may also have environmental concerns and/or financial concerns (such as ability to pay). On the latter, the government supported some waivers - for medical reasons only\(^5\), with low income waivers no longer available. On both, as seen in Figure 3, consumers can monitor (c.f. measurement as per Gregson et al., 2013) the volumes/cost of waste disposed of and can account to themselves on individual environmental concerns; and, at the same time monitor for potential additional costs – which may be quite relevant to low income households. The technical arrangements which permit the production of data such as that shown in Figure 3 (tags embedded within bins and weighing devices on collection vehicles) also assist in the process of delivering a societal (and regulatory) need to reduce waste volumes to landfill.

Finally, although contributing to waste management literature is not our key purpose, two points are worth noting. First, Davies (2007) noted geographic context was relevant to attitudes to waste charges. Here, it has been revealed that there are also significant differences in the economics (and profitability) of waste collection geographically. Second, while Ma and Hipel (2016) noted the role of local authorities in a privatised waste sector, the role of central government, as an actor with power and resources to undertake powerful calculations (Latour, 1986) – the creation of the PMG – has been highlighted. Arguably, this was a key to the success of the Irish waste privatisation.

Final remarks
This paper has highlighted the role of accounting concepts in domestic waste collection services in Ireland over time, and its economization. The cost (price) to a householder in Ireland since the end of 2018 not only incorporates the polluter pays principle, but also includes a (controlled) profit margin of private firms. The dual needs of individuals and society in the delivery of a merit good have been achieved through the bringing together of actors over an extended period. However, the paper has also highlighted how policy makers should be aware of effects of profit motives, which in the Irish context made the economic political in more recent years, resulting in political monitoring of prices charged by waste companies.

This study is limited by its reliance on secondary data. While the sources used are extensive and cover a prolonged time frame, primary data may yield more insights. However, the paper opens the field of domestic waste collection to more general accounting research. The literature review earlier revealed little published work on the societal role of accounting/accounting concepts and domestic waste collection, although as Hopwood (2009) suggested calculation(s) would have a strong role in environmental issues. One interesting avenue of future research would be study how (or if) accounting features in similar processes of economization in former public services in other jurisdictions. Another interesting area is the role of accounting/accounting concepts in decisions on waste recycling and waste recovery e.g. consideration of costs and revenues on decisions around waste-to-energy projects. The impact of overpackaging on householders may also be a fruitful area for research on interactions between accounting concepts and the polluter pays principal - current movements by retailers to reduce or eliminate plastic and other packaging could be an interesting case. Another useful area of research is on the impact of cost to households, and low-income households particularly. For example, a lack of waivers may have public health and other cost implications if low income householders dump waste due to unaffordability.

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Greyhound (Dublin)</th>
<th>AES Meath/Kildare (rural)</th>
<th>City Bin Co (Dublin)</th>
<th>City Bin Co Athlone (provincial town)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Charges as of May 2017</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Charge</td>
<td>€18.50</td>
<td>€25.50</td>
<td>€18.00</td>
<td>€18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual Waste</td>
<td>€2.40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic Waste</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recyclable Waste</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Monthly Charge</td>
<td>€20.90</td>
<td>€25.50</td>
<td>€18.00</td>
<td>€18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Annual Charge</strong></td>
<td>€250.80</td>
<td>€306</td>
<td>€216</td>
<td>€216</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Proposed Pay-By-Weight Charges** |                   |                           |                     |                                      |
| Standing Charge    | €169              | €180                      | €155.48             | €180                                 |
| Residual Waste     | 600kg x 35c €210 | 600kg x 25c €150          | 600kg x 20c €120   | 600kg x 26c €156                     |
| Organic Waste      | 200kg x 23c €46  | 200kg x 15c €30           | 200kg x 20c €40    | 200kg x 16c €32                      |
| Recyclable Waste   | -                 | -                         | -                   | -                                    |
| **Total Annual Charge** | €425.00          | €360.00                   | €315.48             | €368.00                              |
| % increase/decrease in charge | +69%             | +18%                      | +46%                | +70%                                 |

Table 1: Comparison of current and proposed Pay-by-Weight household charges (2017) for a selection of waste companies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A*</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Charges as of December 2018</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Charge</td>
<td>€25.50</td>
<td>€29.17</td>
<td>€27.98</td>
<td>€26.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual Waste allowance/cent per excess kg</td>
<td>70kg/12c</td>
<td>75kg/22c</td>
<td>44kg/16c</td>
<td>80kg/27c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic Waste allowance</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>20kg/12c</td>
<td>60kg/25c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recyclable Waste allowance</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>20kg/8c</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estimated monthly charges</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Charge</td>
<td>€25.50</td>
<td>€29.17</td>
<td>€27.98</td>
<td>€26.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual Waste (50kg)</td>
<td>€0</td>
<td>€0</td>
<td>€9.60</td>
<td>€0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic Waste (17kg)</td>
<td>€0</td>
<td>€0</td>
<td>€0.36</td>
<td>€0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recyclable Waste (17kg)</td>
<td>€0</td>
<td>€0</td>
<td>€0.24</td>
<td>€0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Annual Charge</td>
<td>€306.00</td>
<td>€350.04</td>
<td>€458.16</td>
<td>€318.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Sample of charges as of December 2018 for a selection of waste companies

* Company identities are not given in published reports.
** Based on annual weights used in Table 1 and assuming 200kg for recyclable waste.
Figure 1 - screen grab from *Primetime* current affairs programme, January 16th 2020.
That Dáil Éireann

Notes:
- the importance of incentives to encourage recycling so that Ireland’s dependency on landfill is decreased
- the importance of a properly funded and consistent awareness and education campaign for the general public about waste management, reduction and recycling
- the need for greater focus on waste reduction initiatives from Government and industry to help consumers create less waste;
- the crucial need for an efficient, cost-effective waste collection processing sector
- the concern about lack of competition in some areas leading to excessive costs
- And that a sudden and unexpected increase in the cost of waste collection will create a disproportionate burden on low-income families and must be avoided;

Condemns:
- unilateral unjustified increases in bin charges;
- and the exclusion of some communities in rural areas from availing of free bins for food waste

Agrees
- that waste collectors need to be open and transparent in relation to their transactions and costs for customers
- that there should be an incentivised, fair and transparent pricing structure that allows for best value for money for the consumer
- to monitor waste collection providers to prevent the formation of cartels
- and that unilateral increases to waste collection charges are unacceptable

And calls for
- the establishment of a new independent waste regulator to establish the true cost associated with the collection and processing of waste by the waste collection industry; ensure an effective, competitive market with fair and transparent pricing; and ensure that households with special needs, including large families and those with incontinence needs, are not unduly penalised where they have already made full efforts to reduce their waste;
- increased funding for local authorities so that they can detect and introduce increased fines for those who dump illegally; and
- increased funding to local authorities to allow them to clean up and dispose of rubbish which is having a negative impact on many urban and rural areas

Figure 2 - extract (edited) from Dáil Éireann debate, 4th July 2017 - Dáil Éireann (2017b).
Figure 3 - web-based waste collection statistics - kg per lift, with 80kg monthly allowance (source: authors)
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#### Media Reports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waste company Panda introduces green bin charges</td>
<td>Irish Times, March 14th, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dublin city councillors vote against ban on flat rate bin charges</td>
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<td>Irish Times, July 5th, 2017</td>
</tr>
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<td>Lack of competition widespread in waste sector</td>
<td>Irish Times, July 5th, 2017</td>
</tr>
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<td>Bin charges to be frozen for 12 months after FF backs deal</td>
<td>Irish Times, June 22nd, 2016</td>
</tr>
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<td>Irish Times, June 24th, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding ways to save money on bin charges is not a waste of time</td>
<td>Irish Times, Sept 1st, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low income households wrongly sent charge bills</td>
<td>Irish Times, August 27th, 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More bin protests due as Higgins, Daly jailed</td>
<td>Irish Times, September 20th, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000 rally in Dublin against bin charge; Campaigners demand release from prison of Socialist TD Joe Higgins and Cllr Clare Daly</td>
<td>Irish Times, September 23rd, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-bin tax campaign is just the opening shot for Higgins</td>
<td>Irish Times, October 20th, 2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Parliamentary Records

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dáil Éireann Debate</td>
<td>Recorded Proceedings, June 27th, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dáil Éireann Debate</td>
<td>Recorded proceedings, June 29th, 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dáil Éireann Private Members Motion</td>
<td>Official Report, July 4th, 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Domestic Legislation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Government (Dublin) Act (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste Management Act (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste Management (Amendment) Act (1996)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### European Legislation
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## Appendix 2: Timeline of events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre 1995</td>
<td>Some local authorities charging for waste collection, mainly fixed, outside Dublin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Waste Management Act (1996) – all local authorities responsible for household waste, allowed for the provision of waste services by private enterprise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Landfill levy imposed passed on by local authorities to private waste companies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>At this point waste collection undertaken by a mixture of local authorities &amp; private waste firms; increasing number of private firms entering market.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Waste charges are largely fixed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>governo abolish the minimum mandatory fees allowing private companies to offer their own incentivised charging scheme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Half of households still paying a flat fee, mostly in Dublin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Most companies charge a standard service charge with additional charges per kg or lift.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Taking Stock and Moving Forward (2004)** – EU calling for ‘Polluter Pays’ principal to be applied.

Pay by volume is introduced in many areas outside Dublin.

Private waste companies increasing charges.

Collection of domestic waste fully privatised – private companies enter the Dublin market many offering competitive rates.


Amidst public backlash an already unstable government freezes new waste charges until July 2017.

Enacting of pay by weight scheme per the 2015 Act.

Dublin customers experience significant price increases.

Political calls for more transparency from private waste industry.

Government abolishes minimum mandatory fees allowing private companies to offer their own incentivised charging scheme.

Half of households still paying a flat fee, mostly in Dublin.